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Step 4. Measure effectiveness: 
three point estimates
The survey asks for three point estimates on %-
contribution of an activity to a given pressure: 
minimum, most likely and maximum. 
For activity specific measure type %-pressure reduction 
effects three point estimates can be defined from survey 
questions on the relative measure effectiveness on given 
pressure from activity and the expected effect of the 
most effective measure.
For measure type %-pressure reduction effects different 
approaches on the uncertainty will be applied, since no 
direct three point estimates for measure type effects are 
surveyed. 



Step 4. Measure effectiveness: 
distributions

Example: %-contribution of an activity to a 
pressure for a given basin 

Example: measure type %-reduction effect
on a pressure from an activity

Probability distributions for %-contribution of an activity to a pressure for a given basin,
and measure type %-reduction effect on a pressure from an activity can be defined 
from three point estimates.  
Different assumptions on the type of probability distribution can be made.



Step 4. Measure effectiveness: 
simulation

SOM MODEL

• Data is randomly drawn from distributions that represent %-activity-pressure contributions  
and measure type %-pressure reduction effects.

• From each distribution a large number of values is drawn and equal number of results are 
calculated (Monte Carlo simulation).

• The effects of individual measures are additive and drawn from measure type %-pressure 
reduction effect distributions.

Total %-reduction in pressure for basin



Step 4. Measure effectiveness: Model 
results on total pressure reduction

• Result: Total %-reduction in pressure is presented as a probability 
distribution 

• Expected %-reduction in pressure can be estimated
• Also possible to assess the likelihood that reduction in pressure is 

less than some %-value and that pressure reduction is between 
some %-values.



Step 6. Pressure-state

• Pressure reduction-good state cumulative distribution 
defines the probability of reaching good state given a 
reduction in total pressure affecting certain state 
variable

• Pressure reduction-good state cumulative distribution 
functions are also based on three point-estimates for 
state variables with known state targets

• Three point estimates are defined based on the survey:
1. How significant are the most important pressures for not 

achieving the good state?
2. What is the required reduction in total pressure for the 

most important pressures to achieve good state? 
(minimum, most likely, maximum)?



Step 6. Pressure-state: probability 
of achieving good state

• The cumulative probability of achieving good state can be defined from the 
probability distribution of required reduction in total pressure to achieve good 
state. 

• The pressure reduction results are used to assess if good state is achieved given 
the pressure reduction-good state cumulative distribution functions 



Step 6. Pressure-state

• For state variables without good state targets 
alternative approach can be applied.

• For example surveying how much does total 
pressure have to be decreased to improve state by 
certain amount? 

• This approach does not reveal if good state is 
achieved, but can be applied to assess how much 
state can be improved.
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